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Modification and Characterisation of Materials by Swift Heavy Ions
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ABSTRACT
Swift heavy ions (SHI) available with 15 million Volt Pelletron accelerator at Inter University Accelerator
Centre (IUAC) Delhi, formerly known as Nuclear Science Centre, (NSC), provide a unique opportunity to
researchers for accelerator based materials science research. The major research areas can be broadly categorised
as electronic sputtering, interface modifications, synthesis and modification of nanostructures, phase transitions
and ion beam-induced epitaxial crystallisation. In, general, SHI irradiation based-materials may not be
economically feasible, still it could be of interest for very specific cases in defence and space research. The
paper gives a glimpse of the current research activities in materials science with SHIs, at IUAC.
Keywords: Swift heavy ions, SHI, materials science, materials research systhesis of materials, characterisation of
materials, nuclear energy loss, ion energy loss, electronic energy-loss-defects in materials, defect engineering

1.

INTRODUCTION
The ions with energy ranging from a fraction of keV
to GeV are useful in synthesis, modification and
characterization of materials. The energetic ions during
their passage through a material loose energy via two
processes. These are nuclear energy loss S n and electronic
energy loss Se. In the former process, the energy is lost
by elastic collisions of incident ions with the atoms in
the material, which is dominant at low energies. In the
electronic energy loss process, dominant at high energies
(>1 MeV/nucleon), the energy is lost by inelastic collisions
of the ion with the atoms, leading to excitation or ionisation
of the atoms. At these energies of heavy ions, the velocity
of the ion is comparable to or higher than the velocity
of Bohr electron. The ions with such high energies are
also referred to as Swift Heavy Ions (SHI). The electronic
energy loss for SHI is, generally, about two orders of
magnitude higher than the nuclear energy loss 1. An interesting
characteristic of the SHI is that it creates a columnar type
of defect along its path (called as ion track), specially,
in insulators. SHI during its passage through material can
cause defect annealing, cluster of point defects and columnar
type of defects depending on the mass and energy of the
ion and the material. Therefore the SHI can be used for
engineering the defects in the materials. The parameters
of ion beam, which play crucial role in defect engineering,
are the energy deposited per unit length and the fluence.
The ion mass and its energy, decide the magnitudes
of the electronic as well as nuclear energy losses. Especially
for heavy ions at high energies (i.e., for SHI), the electronic
energy loss decides the type of defects as the nuclear
energy loss. The other ion beam parameter, fluence, dictates
the number of defects (produced). The number of ion

tracks/cm2 is the same as that of fluence (ions/cm 2) because
each ion creates an ion track. Modifications produced
by SHI 2,3 are quite different from that of low energy ions.
There is a threshold of electronic energy loss, beyond
which the creation of columnar defect or the latent track
occurs in the materials. This threshold energy varies from
material to material. It can be up to about a few hundred
eV/Å for polymers and other insulators and it can be a
few keV/Å for metals. There are certain materials like
Cu, Ag, Si etc, in which track formation is not possible
at any energy with monoatomic ion beams. The high energy
accelerator facility at IUAC, Delhi, is a unique tool to
create columnar defects and study their applications in
different fields.
Another application of SHIs, is material characterisation
using the technique of Elastic Recoil and Detection Analysis
(ERDA). Necessary detector developments have been carried
out at IUAC for ERDA, which has also been effectively
utilised for sample characterisation and some online experiments.
A cutaway view of the accelerator and experimental
facilities is given in Fig. 1. A view of the experimental
facilities in beam hall I is given in Fig. 2.
2.

ROLE OF SHI IN SYNTHESIS, MATERIAL
MODIFICATIONS, CHARACTERISATION
As mentioned earlier, energetic ions, SHI in particular,
play a major role in synthesis, material modifications, and
characterisation as shown in Fig. 3. There are possibilities
of using SHI irradiations for applications but the economic
feasibility is a limiting factor. However in the areas such
as defence and space, where the cost is not a determining
factor, the ion beam remains viable and economically feasible.
For example, the integrated circuit (IC) chip, memory chips
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Figure 1. A cutaway view of the accelerator and experimental beam lines.

etc, can fail in the space vehicle due to space radiation.
Such IC chips can be tested for their radiation hardness
by the ion beams. These test experiments are carried out
by the scientists of Indian Space Research Organization,
(ISRO) Bangalore, at IUAC Delhi. There are a number of
areas where research with SHI is undertaken at IUAC.
Broadly, these can be divided in the following sections,
which are discussed in brief with the examples of research
performed.

Interface modifications / Ion beam mixing

Electronic sputtering and surface modifications

Synthesis and modification of nano particles

Phase transformations

Ion beam induced epitaxial crystallization

Development of ion beam characterization tools and
on-line measurements

2.1 Ion Beam Mixing
Ion beam mixing (IBM) is a process, in which the
atoms of two different species across an interface are
mingled together under the influence of the passage of
ion beam. Conventionally it is achieved by low energy
ion up to a few MeV 7,8. The processes involved in the
ion beam mixing at low energies are the elastic collisions
and subsequent collision cascades, recoil implantation,and
radiation-enhanced diffusion. The collision cascade is initiated
only in the case when the recoils have sufficient energy
to displace the lattice atoms. The heavier ions will have
large number of collision cascades as compared to that
of lighter ions. IBM was considered to be a phenomenon
associated with low energy ion irradiation. However since
early 1990s, the ion beam mixing by SHI was observed
and it attracted the attention of a few research groups,
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including that of at IUAC. SHI induced mixing in several
systems,e.g., Fe/Si 9-11, C/Si 12, C 60/Si 13, Co/Si 14- 15 , V/Si 16,
Zr/Si 17, Cu/Ge 18, Ni/Si 19, Pt/C, Ni/C 20, Fe/Cr 21, Ni/Ge 22,
Mn/Si 23, Al/Sb 24, Fe/Au, Fe/Ag25 , V, Fe, Co/Si 26, Ti/Au,
Ti/Fe27 and some multilayers Fe/Tb, Fe/Ni etc 28-30 have
been studied at IUAC. In all the above studies, SHI
induced mixing at the interface has been identified as
diffusion in melt phase created by transient temperature
spike 11,16. It is proposed that each ion produces a transient
molten cylindrical zone in the material for typical time
duration in the regime of picoseconds. The interdiffusion
across the interface takes place during the molten phase
resulting in mixing. Quantitatively, it has been shown that
the diffusivity of the atomic species across the interface
during the transient melt phase as obtained in these
experiments 11,16, is of the order of 10 -6 to 10 -9 m 2 s -1. Such
a high diffusivity is possible only for the liquids, which
supports the hypothesis that the ion beam mixing is a
consequence of inter-diffusion across the interface during
transient melt phase. The mixing induced by swift heavy
ion at the interface of fullerene/Si multilayer resulted in
the formation of silicon carbide, which was evident by
X-ray diffraction as shown in Fig. 4. Ion beam mixing in
this system too is explained by interdiffusion at the interface
during transient melt phase.
On the basis of experiments in several systems, Bolse 31
et al. suggested the ion beam mixing takes place when
the electronic energy deposition, Se, exceeds the threshold
for track creation in both the materials across the interface.
It implies that IBM occurs when both the materials are
in molten phase transiently as a result of the passage of
ion across the interface. However it was observed that
the IBM takes place, even if, the S e threshold is overcome
in one of the two materials at the interface like in Fe/Si,
where it is known that track creation does not take place

in Si, even by GeV energy of monoatomic ion and the
track creation occurs in the Fe beyond certain threshold
of Se. IBM in such a case is explained 32 on the basis that
although bulk Si does not go to molten state, still a thin
layer of Si at the interface melts transiently because its
melting point is lower than that of Fe and the thermal
energy transfer takes place from the Fe layer to adjacent
Si, which is at lower temperature. This is shown by a
schematic in Fig. 5, where a thin layer of Si undergoes
a transient molten state due to thermal energy transfer
of molten Fe layer. It may be noted that the increase in
temperature in localised region around the ion path in Si
is smaller than that in Fe as predicted by thermal spike
model. Such a possibility is shown theoretically 32 in
Ni/Ti bilayer system, in agreement with experimental results.
It is seen that the IBM in immiscible system is either
insignificant or non existent. On contrary there are evidences
of significant interface smoothening20,25 in specific cases.
This will have direct implication in applications where the
interface smoothening is desirable such as in the optical
and magnetic multilayers.
The mixing has been observed by post-irradiation
annealing in certain systems like Ge/Au 18 and Co/Si 14.
Experiments carried out using Rutherford Backscattering
spectrometry did not show any mixing at the interface
at fluence of 10 13 ions/cm2. The same experiments carried
out following annealing of the irradiated samples showed
complete mixing. Annealing of the pristine samples under
similar conditions did not show this behaviour. It shows
that irradiation by SHI created defects, which during annealing
result in the inter-diffusion across the interface.
The ion beam-mixing has been discussed in details
by S.K. Srivastava 10.
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Figure 4. Formation of SiC by SHI-induced ion beam mixing
in Si/C60 multilyer, evident by X-ray diffraction. SHI
-irradiated film shows diffraction peaks corresponding
to SiC.
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Figure 5. Schematic of the ion beam mixing showing molten
Si, only at the interface, whereas Fe melts in the
whole thickness of the film within ion track.
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2.3 Electronic Sputtering
Sputtering is a process where the atoms from the
surface and near surface region are ejected when ion beam
impinges on it. Sputtering at low energies, referred to, as
conventional sputtering, is dependent on nuclear energy
loss and is explainable in the framework of Sigmunds
theory 33. Due to S n dependence, it is expected that the
sputtering should not occur at high energies where Sn is
negligible,. However it has been observed that the sputtering
(also) takes place at high energies beyond certain threshold
of electronic energy loss. This is termed as electronic
sputtering and this too has interesting applications like
for the determination of the mass of extremely large molecules
such as protein, bio-molecules etc.
Large molecules are sputtered by electronic excitation
and the mass is measured by time of flight (TOF) technique34.
Large molecules such as peptides can be sputtered by
electronic excitation in large numbers and the sputtered
molecules are detected in the TOF set up, as discussed
by Johnson and Sundqvist 34 .
Basically there are two approaches to measure the
electronic sputtering (yield). First one is to collect the
sputtered species by catcher foils and quantify the
corresponding yields using suitable analytical tools like
Rutherford Backscattering (RBS), X-ray Flouroscence (XRF),
etc. One can measure the number of sputtered atoms by
TOF or quadrupole mass spectrometer. The second method
measures the number of atoms left behind in thin film or
measure the film thickness at the ion beam spot. The
author has utilised the second method and used an
indigenously developed gaseous telescope detector at
IUAC for these measurements. There have been several
experiments on electronic sputtering using the online ERDA
facility. The experiments showed that the electronic sputtering
is dependent on; (i) film thickness 35 (ii) grain size 36 (iii)
phase 37 etc. Measurements of electronic sputtering from
different allotropes of C were performed, exhibiting a trend
in variation of electronic sputtering. These experimental
results of electronic sputtering measurements were explainable
under thermal spike model.
Recently, detailed experiments38 were performed on
the electronic sputtering of LiF by online ERDA. The LiF
thin films of dfferent grain size and different thickness
were specially prepared to study the effects of thickness
and grain size on the electronic sputtering, as shown in
Fig. 6. It was concluded that the electronic sputtering
depends both on the grain size and the film thickness.
The scattering of electrons (produced during the passage
of ions) from the surface and interface of thin film as well
as from the grain boundaries causes the confinement of
electrons within thin film35,39. It results in higher temperature
spike and its duration in thinner films and the atoms
from the surface escape from the film during this temperature
spike, and thus, sputtering mediated by electronic excitation
occurs. Since thinner film has higher temperature spike
and its duration, therefore thinner films give higher electronic
sputtering yield. Similar argument is given for the higher
404
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Figure 6. Plots for the variation of grain size with film thickness
of LiF and the variation of sputtering yield with film
thickness of LiF under 120 MeV Ag ion irradiation.

sputtering rate as observed in films having smaller grain
size. In a similar way unexpectedly, high sputtering yield
was observed in thin Au films under SHI impingement,
increasing with decrease in film thickness 40. This was also
explained in the framework of thermal spike and confinement
of electrons due to the scattering from surface and interface.
The electronic sputtering has been discussed in details
by S. Ghosh 37.
2.4 Swift Heavy Ions in Nano Structuring
Nanotechnology has become very popular and attracting
field of research due to the possibilities of a wide range
of promising futuristic applications. Physicists find it interesting
as the nanoparticles represent a picture of quantum mechanically
confined potential, where the confining dimension is
represented by the size of nanoparticles. The ability of
altering the properties (physical, electronic, optical, etc.)
by merely changing the size of the nano-particles makes
it extremely suitable for a large variety of applications.
In the field of nano materials, the energetic ions are
of use for (suggested addition: both synthesis and modification.
The important issues in nano materials are the (i) control
of the size of particles (ii) the size distribution and (iii)
altering the shape of particles. Ion beams play a significant
role related to all these issues. Some of the research
works carried out at IUAC are cited here.
2.5 Nano Phase Generation by SHI
2.5.1 Generation of C nanowire Like Structures
The unique feature of SHI of creating ion tracks
(typically of dia up to 10 nm) provides a tool to create
nanowire type of structures as demonstrated and discussed
here.
In experiments involving SHI irradiation of Si-based
polymers, carried out in collaboration with a French group,
it was shown 41 that the C clusters all along the ion track
in the entire sub-micron thick film can be created. The
cylinders were however filled only up to 60 per cent or
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conducting Atomic Force Microscopy on such samples.
The conductivity of ion track zone has been observed to
be several orders of magnitude higher than that of the
pristine surrounding region. The observed diameter of the
conducting tracks is found to be 40 nm to 60 nm which
is larger than the expected ion track diameter. This was
attributed to the formation of fullerene dimers in the annular
cylindrical region around the ion track and subsequent
lateral percolating conduction. The field emission properties
of these conducting nanowires were also undertaken 44.

Figure 7. (a) TEM and EFTEM picture of 100 MeV Au ion
irradiated anhydro polycarbo silane and (b)
Conducting C tracks in 120 MeV Au ion irradiated
fullerene thin film as evident by conducting atomic
force microscopy.

so with the clusters. If this filling can be increased to 100
per cent, it will be like a quantum wire. In yet another
study, polycarbosilane (PCS) and Allylhydridopolycarbosilane
(HPCS) films were irradiated by 100 MeV Au ions. Transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) and Energy filter TEM revealed
the alignment of carbon clusters all along the ion path
as shown in Fig. 7 (a), looking like carbon nanowire. The
densification of C clusters in the ion track has been explained
by diffusion within track during the transient melt phase 42.
It is shown by online ERDA that hydrogen is lost within
a cylindrical diameter along the beam direction. The diameter
of the cylindrical region, from where the hydrogen is released,
matches well with the track diameter within which the C
clusters are formed.
SHI irradiation of fullerene film leads to an increase
in conductivity. It is therefore expected that all along each
ion track (of diameters of ~10 nm or so) created by individual
ion passage will have higher conductivity than the
surrounding. It is therefore possible to generate conducting
C nanorods or nanowires in the fullerene matrix by high
energy heavy ion irradiation, which has been demonstrated
recently at IUAC 43. Fig. 7 (b) shows results obtained using
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2.5.2 SHI Induced Formation of Semiconducting
Nanoparticles
Thin films of SiOx were irradiated with swift heavy
ions 45, resulting in formation of Si nanocrystals in the
film. This was investigated by PL and TEM. The irradiation
may cause evolution of oxygen from the film. Therefore
possible reaction due to SHI was formation of Si nano
crystal with SiO 2 accompanied with release of oxygen.
Thus, swift heavy ion produces an action similar to the
reduction process in SiO x matrix, resulting in formation
of Si nanoparticles. Similar experiments of irradiation of
GeO x and Ge in silica matrix resulted in precipitation of
Ge nanoparticles in respective matrices 46. The formation
of Si and Ge nanoparticles by the ion irradiation of SiO x
and GeOx respectively could be considered as ion beam
induced reduction process. In principle, the reduction process
can be achieved by annealing the sample in reducing
environment (95% Ar and 5% H2). However the advantage
of ion beam is the spatial selectivity.
2.6 Influence of SHI on Nanoparticles
2.6.1 Effect of SHI Irradiation on Metal Particles in
Insulating Matrix
Metal nano-particles in an insulating transparent matrix
like silica have the property of absorbing visible light in
a narrow band owing to surface plasmon resonance. The
collective motion of free electrons in the particle induced
by the oscillating electric vector of the incident electromagnetic
wave, is known as surface plasmons. The resonance frequency
of the spherical shape metal nano-particles depends on
the size of the particle and the dielectric constants of the
particle and the surrounding medium. In such cases of
metal nano-particles in an insulating transparent matrix,
the UV-Vis spectroscopy becomes an excellent tool to
characterise the nano- particles by surface plasmon resonance,
evident by absorption in visible region.
The effect of SHI on metal nano-particles is of interest
to
(i) understand the interaction of energetic ions with low
dimension matter
(ii) to look into the details of modification to probe the
possibilities of engineering the nano structures.
It can be seen from the following discussion that the
ion track size and the the parameters of nanocomposite
such as behaviour of matrix under ion beam in terms of
track creation, particle size, metal fraction, etc. decide the
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effect of ion beam on altering the shape and size of the
embedde d nanoparticles.
2.6.2 Change of Size and Shape Under SHI
Irradiation
The samples of Au-teflon nanocomposite on TEM
grids were irradiated by 100 MeV Au ion beam at different
fluences. Size of Au particles was not spherical in the
pristine films as investigated by TEM. After irradiation
it was noticed 47 that the particles coalesced together
to form bigger and spherical particles under SHI irradiation.
Similarly the growth of Au particles (from 4 nm to 9 nm)
in silica matrix (19.6 at.% Au in silica) was also observed
under 90 MeV Ni ion irradiation. It was investigated 48,
using the recently installed in situ XRD facility in the
materials science beam line. The XRD spectra recorded
in situ in the experiment of the irradiated sample are
shown in Fig. 8. A photograph of the in situ XRD
facility is shown in Fig. 9. The reduction in size of Au
particles (buried in silica matrix) under 90 MeV Ni ion
irradiation was observed when the Au was about 5 at
per cent in silica 49.
In the experiments with larger Au particles (>14nm)
in silica matrix (obtained by annealing of the Au-silica
nanocomposite thin film with 15 at per cent Au), it was
observed that the particles elongate along the ion beam
direction 50, under 120 MeV Au ion irradiation, as shown
in Fig. 10. The elongation happens when the Au particle
size is larger than the track diameter size in silica. Typical
track diameter in silica is about 7 nm.
To summarize, it can be stated on the basis of several

Figure. 9. A view of in-situ X-ray diffractometer in the beam
line. The chamber has a port to connect to the
accelerator beam line. The chamber also has two
Kapton (polyimide) windows for the entry and exit
of the incident and diffracted X-rays respectively.

experiments that when the Au nanoparticles (buried in
silica thin film) are smaller than the track diameter in silica,
the increase or decrease in size of particles occur depending
on the metal fraction. The increase in particle size occurs
when the metal fraction is high (19.6 at. per cent), whereas

Figure 10. Dependence of electronic sputtering on the film
thickness and grain size.

the decrease in particle size occurs when the metal fraction
is low (5 at. per cent). When the Au nanoparticles are
larger than the track diameter, the elongation of particles
occur along the ion beam direction. These were explained
on the basis of dissolution and precipitation of metal
particles51 during the transient molten region within the
ion track.

Figure 8. The X-ray diffraction pattern of Au silica nanocomposite
thin film irradiated by 90 MeV Ni ions at different
fluences as recorded by in-situ X-ray diffractometer.
Since the full width at half maxima (fwhm) is inversely
proportional to the average particle size, it is clear
that the average particle size increases with the
fluence.
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2.6.3 Effect of SHI Irradiation on Ag Particles in
Insulating Matrix
Ag nano-particles embedded in teflon polymer matrix
were also made by RF co-sputtering on the TEM grid
and were irradiated at different fluences. Teflon matrix is
used because of its higher thermal stability. TEM study
of the irradiated samples indicated47 behaviour different
from that observed in case of Au-teflon nanocomposite
thin film. The average size of particles is reduced slightly.
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It appeared that there was loss of Ag content which was
attributed to the electronic sputtering of Ag particles.
Smaller the size of particle, greater is the confinement of
electron produced in the wake of passage of incident high
energy ion38,40, which causes higher temperature rise resulting
in transient molten state during which the atoms escape,
resulting in loss of Ag atoms from Ag nanoparticles near
the surface.
In another experiment, Ag particles were grown in
silica by magnetron co-sputtering and then the response
of irradiation of 100 MeV Ag was studied52. It was observed
that the Ag atoms were released from the clusters as a
result of irradiation indicating dissolution of clusters in
silica. This conclusion was based on the decreasing integral
intensity of the plasmon resonance peak with the fluence.
The decrease in particle size in the work by Biswas, et
al 47. is also consistent with the present observation. It
is apparent that the matrix in which the particles are existing
also play a role in deciding the effect of swift heavy ions
on the nano particles. The elongation of Ag nanoparticles
in silica matrix was observed under SHI irradiation in recent
experiments 53,54, for the case when the Ag nanoparticles
were bigger than the track diameter, similar to what is
observed in the case of Au nanoparticles.
2.6.4 Effect of SHI on Copper Oxide Nanoparticles
The copper oxide nano-particles were prepared by
activated reactive evaporation method 55 . The effect of
large electronic excitation (24 keV/nm) generated by the
120 MeV Ag ions on the copper oxide nano-grain film was
examined by X-ray diffraction, Raman spectroscopy and
photoluminescence56. XRD analysis revealed that the pristine
films were having both the phases CuO and Cu 2 O and
the irradiation induced a phase change from CuO to Cu 2O.
The ion beam irradiation thus have the effect similar to
the reduction process as seen in the case of formation
of Si nanoparrticles in Section 3.4.1.2. It is most likely due
to release of oxygen. The crystalline quality of the films
appeared to have improved with irradiation. It was observed
that the PL intensity increased in the irradiated sample,
which was attributed to the removal of surface states.

its original volume, causes pressure to its surrounding.
Thus, the material within this cylindrical region and/or the
surrounding may experience very high pressure leading
to a phase transition.
3.1 Modifications in Diamond Like Carbon (DLC) and
Fullerene Thin Films
There have been several studies on SHI-induced phase
transformations in allotrope of carbon. A good diamond
thin film is hardly affected by SHI irradiation whereas a
fullerene film transforms to an amorphous carbon (state)
under SHI irradiation. The formation of dimers and trimers
of fullerene also referred to as polymerisation of Fullerene58,59
has also been observed at low fluences of swift heavy
ions. It is postulated that the annular cylindrical region
surrounding the ion path, has such temperature and pressure
conditions that favour transition from fullerene to its dimmer
or polymer, as shown in the schematic in Fig. 11. The
band gap of the irradiated film decreases drastically with
fluence 58. The changes in the DLC type of films depend
on its initial D and G bands intensities and widths. H and
C as well as alone in several DLC films from different
research groups have been measured to provide an input
to understand the properties of the films 60,61 and growth
mechanism.
Exotic structures like Ni inside Carbon nanotube (CNT)
have been of interest and the stability of these with ion
beam have been studied at IUAC 62,63. It is observed that
the multi-wall CNTs with larger number of walls are resistant
to damage by ion irradiation, whereas the CNTs with smaller
number of walls are prone to damage 62. Ni being in nano
dimension gets affected by the swift heavy ion irradiation

2.6.5 Effect of SHI on Semiconductor Nanoparticles
in Polymer Matrix
Nano-particles of Zone in polyvinyl alcohol matrix
were prepared and irradiated by 100 MeV Cl ions. It was
observed 57 that the particle size increased from about
1 nm for pristine sample to 4 nm at the fluence of
5 x 10 12 ions/cm 2. The size went up sharply at the fluence
of 10 13 ions/cm 2. The characterisations were performed
by UV-Vis absorption spectroscopy and electron microscopy.
3.

PHASE TRANSITIONS BY SHI
SHI during its passage through the material creates
a transiently molten cylindrical zone along its path, during
a temperature spike of the time duration of the order of
picosecond. The molten zone due to larger volume than
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Figure 11. Schematic of the annular cylindrical region
surrounding the ion path, has such temperature and
pressure conditions that favour transition from
fullerene to its dimmer or polymer
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in terms of the lattice distortions 63 whereas the bulk Ni
is known to be not affected by SHI irradiation.

strongly depends 70 on the the ratio of Se to S n of the ion
beam used as shown in Fig. 12.

3.2 Modification in Oxide Materials by SHI
There have been several SHI irradiation studies on
different type of oxide films like high Tc superconducting
(HTS) thin films (Y1Ba 2Cu3O7-x, Bi2Sr2Ca4O), ferrite films,
La 0.25 Ca 0.75 MnO 3 (LCMO) films, etc. The magnetic lines
of force are repelled by HTS material thin films. The magnetic
flux lines have current loops associated with them which
are referred as vortices, which pose hindrance in the flow
of charge carriers. The vortices can lead to destruction
of superconductivity. These vortices can be pinned by
defects. The columnar defects can therefore provide a
mean for pinning the flux 64, a very useful aspect in practical
applications. Favorable changes in transition temperature
have been observed in the irradiated LCMO, which are
likely due to the pressure exerted by the material in the
ion track to its surrounding 65. AFM study of the irradiated
sample gave an indication of such pressure surrounding
the ion impact point. The dissolution of Co clusters
buried in ZnO (obtained by implantation of Co in ZnO)
was achieved 66 by irradiation of swift heavy ions. The
dissolution of Co clusters is considered to be of great
significance from the point of view of dilute magnetic
semiconductors.

5.

4.

ION BEAM INDUCED EPITAXIAL
CRYSTALLISATION
The synthesis of a thin crystalline Si layer on (an)
insulating layer is of technological importance for devices.
Ion beam is a unique tool in achieving it at relatively lower
temperatures. Irradiation of Si by low energy (typically100
to 400 keV) Oxygen or Nitrogen ions irradiation gives an
insulating oxide or nitride layer near the surface region
of Si substrate, at a typical depth of 200 nm. to 500 nm.
The ions (nitrogen or oxygen) during their passage before
coming to rest, amorphize the region they traverse. Thus,
one achieves a layer of amorphous Si on the insulating
oxide or nitride layer. The conversion of the top amorphous
Si layer to crystalline Si can be achieved at high temperatures
above 1000 °C. Such a high temperature annealing for
recrystallisation is undesirable in processing of materials.
Ion beam gives a better alternative for converting the
amorphous Si to crystalline Si by irradiation at temperatures
up to a few hundred degree centigrade. Low-energy irradiation
upto a few MeV has been exploited67 for the recrystallisation
process. In this energy region, either the nuclear energy
loss dominates or both the electronic and nuclear energy
loss are of comparable value. At IUAC, the recrystallisation
process by electronic energy deposition is under investigation
and has yielded interesting results. Degree of crystallisation
is studied by RBS channeling and TEM experiments. It
has been shown that the swift heavy ion-induced epitaxial
crystallisation can be achieved by irradiation at 300 °C
to 400 °C 68,69. It was concluded from several experiments
at IUAC that swift heavy ion beam induced crystallisation
408
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DEVELOPMENT OF ION BEAM CHARACTERISATION TOOLS AND ONLINE MEASUREMENTS
One of the unique features of SHI is the characterisation
of materials by ERDA. Suitable gaseous-based telescope
detector were developed at IUAC, New Delhi, for characterisation
by ERDA 6. These have also been effectively utilised for
online monitoring of electronic sputtering and ion beam
mixing induced by swift heavy ions. The schematic diagram
of a large area position sensitive detectors developed
at IUAC is shown in Fig. 13(a). Necessary electronics
for signal processing and gas-handling system [Fig. 13(b)],
is integrated with the irradiation chamber in beam lines
of Pelletron and superconducting linear accelerator. Large
area has an advantage of faster data acquisition and therefore
taking short time in collecting data with reasonable statistics.
But it suffers with the poor depth resolution due to kinematic
broadening. The problem of kinematic broadening is overcome
using the position sensitive feature(s) built in the detector
so that the correction for kinematic broadening can be
implemented by software. These telescope detectors with
ERDA have been effectively utilized38,71,72 for online studies
of electronic sputtering and ion beam mixing. Typical recoil
spectra are shown in Fig. 14 which allowed to determine
the electronic sputtering of LiF. We proposed that the
recoils produced by incident ion provide information on
quantity of that particular element and depth distribution
whereas each ion producing track (if incident ion energy
is greater than threshold for creation track) may cause
sputtering from the surface and mixing at the interface.
Thus incident ions play dual role of pump and probe as
shown in Fig. 15 and this become as online monitoring
of ion-induced modifications at the surface and the interface.

Figure 12. Dependence of ion beam induced epitaxial
crystalisation on the ratio of Se/Sn.
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(a)

Figure 14. Recoil spectra of thin LiF film at different fluences
of 120 MeV Ag ions, showing the decrease in film
thickness with fluence.

Energy Loss: Slowing down of ion (dE/dx)
Inelastic collisions

Elastic collisions

Nuclear stopping (S n)
(dE/dx)nuclear

Electronic stopping (Se)
(dE/dx)electronic

(b)
Figure 13. (a) A schematic of the gaseous telescope detector
indigenously designed fabricated and installed in two
beam lines. The upper and lower plates are anode
and cathode with a semiconductor detector at the
back where the lighter recoils finally get stopped
and (b) The schematic of gas handling set up for the
telescope detector. The detector is connected to the
irradiation chamber through the gate valve.

Details of the research programs and experimental
facilities are available on the website www.iuac.ernet.in.
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Figure 15. Schematic showing two energy loss processes and
the philosophy of online monitoring of the ion-induced
modifications by recoils.
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